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Arsene Wenger is credited with revolutionising one of the biggest clubs in Europe Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

famously bringing free-flowing football to Ã¢â‚¬Ëœboring, boring ArsenalÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Ã¢â‚¬â€œ and

with influencing approaches to the modern game. In an industry of disposable contracts and

ruthless sacking, his long tenure is testament to his success and dedication, and to the loyalty of

players and fans. Wenger has said he is far too young to write his autobiography. Instead, he has

cooperated with leading sports journalist Xavier Rivoire in this new authorised and definitive

biography, which includes exclusive interviews with Wenger, ex and current players, family,

colleagues and observers, across Japan, France and England. The result is a highly readable

portrait of an astute and incisive manager, a shrewd talent scout and man manager, as well as an

intensely private and intriguing man.
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One of the best soccer books I have read. Although I wish it was an autobiography, the author does

a great job portraying Wenger. Never a dull moment, the book goes through many of Wenger's

accomplishments as a coach in development in France, all the way to his Arsenal days. At each

stage the author captures the changes that Wenger goes through and how they have shaped him to

be one of the premier coaches in Europe ! I have always been an admirer of Wenger and now after

reading this book I have even MORE respect for him. Also, there are so many references to many of

the best players that Wenger has taken under his wing; even if you aren't an Arsenal fan, those

references alone make this a good read !

Sags a bit in the middle where repetitive similar compliments are offered to Arsene Wenger by a

variety of figures in the soccer world. Other than that, it was very enthralling. I have followed English

soccer most of my life and have utmost respect for what he has done at Arsenal.The book covers

his early history, which itself was compelling reading and also his time in japan which I found to hard

to put the book down. The book covers his time at Arsenal up until about 2008.This is a very well

written book about a fascinating man, and is well worth reading!

Excellent

Good read on Wenger ... it tells a lot of things which i never knew about him

Fast delivery and amazing product! Exactly what I wanted.

Very enjoyable book about a great manager.

It was a birthday gift to my friend and as he was an Arsenal fan, he loved the book. He is also a fan

of Arsene Wenger.

This book starts out strong giving great insight into the young life of one of the arguably best

coaches in the sport. It shows who he learned under and what influenced him to develop his

philosophies of the game and anything surrounding it. Especially the section about his time in Japan

and the lessons he learned there is very interesting. The second half of the book slows down quite a

bit describing his time at the Gunners. It seem as if the author added a lot of fluff just to increase the

total page number. Either way, for anyone interested in Arsene Wenger's unique approach to



coaching, which many have now adopted in modern football, it's a must read!
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